
The physical demands of the trail are considerable,  
some stages are long and the altitudes to overcome 
are high. However, the GR 1 Transversal Trail does 
not present any remarkable technical difficulties.

The GR 1 trail is suitable for both very experienced 
hikers and for occasional hill walkers who have 
minimal experience in mid mountains. However, 
it is very important to be accustomed to making 
full-day hikes with elevations.

Mobile phone coverage is very limited since the 
GR 1 goes through secluded areas.

This crossing can be done throughout the entire 
year, although in winter there are less daylight 
hours to reach the end of each stage and in 
the peak of summer the heat can be a serious 
problem. In addition, you must consider:

• April and May are usually quite rainy months, and 
at high altitudes, it can be quite cold.

• If you are planning to hike on public holidays, 
it is advisable to book your accommodation in 
advance.

• We recommend always beginning the stages early 
in the morning in order to have more daylight 
hours and reach the end of each stage in the 
afternoon. In winter it is especially important to 
take good advantage of the daylight hours.

• The route passes through mid-mountain terrain: 
there can be sudden changes in the weather 
and the nights can be cold (even if hiking in the 
summer).

RESOURCES AND PRACTICAL INFORMATION

We suggest crossing from east to west, that is, 
starting in Sant Martí d’Empúries and finishing 
in Mont-rebei gorge (Pont de Montanyana). 
This way you begin the journey with the 
Mediterranean and quieer   stages and then 
ascend with the difficulty increasing as you head 
west. Moreover, by following this direction you 
will always advance with the sun on your back 
during the morning.

The GR 1 is a path that can be modified to 
adapt to changes occurring in the region over 
time. The route presents many detours, forks 
and changes of paths. Throughout the terrain 
you will have to be very attentive to the red and 
white GR 1 signs and always follow them. We 
also recommend using appropriate maps and/
or devices for following or consulting the GPS 
tracking of the stages.

The ends of several stages coincide with towns 
that have a good range of accommodation. 

There are also several stage endings where you 
can only sleep in an open shelter, bivouac or 
tent. In Catalonia, open camping is allowed 
only in the spaces provided for this purpose. In 
general, overnight stays (once the sun goes down 
until dawn) are permitted, but you may want to 
review the rules of each particular municipality 
or nature reserve.
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The GR 1 Transversal Trail, also known as the 
‘historical trail’, links the Mediterranean Sea and 
the Atlantic Ocean through the foothills of the 
Pyrenees and the southern face of the Cantabrian 
Mountain Range. It begins in Sant Martí 
d’Empúries, to the south of the Gulf of Roses, 
and ends in Cape Fisterra, Galicia. In early 2016, 
the GR 1 already had 1075 km of signposted 
trail, from Empúries to the mountain pass of 
Puerto del Escudo (Burgos), representing an 
extraordinary immersion in a region characterized 
by large natural spaces and a world famous 
historic and artistic patrimony that includes 
many fine examples of Romanesque architecture. 
The Catalan stretch from Sant Martí d’Empúries 

The extraordinary historical and artistic patrimony 
you will discover every day: dolmens, chapels, 
castles, watchtowers, monasteries, bridges, mills, 
saw mills, fountains, squares, streets, façades...

The spectacular geological spectacle offered by   
the calcareous or conglomerate mountain ranges that 
you walk through, with vertiginous cliffs and the 
deepest valleys that seem to lead to the bowels of 
the earth.

Lose yourself in the stunning forests of the Pyrenees, 
where you can grasp the true rhythm of nature, with 
the inspiring concert offered by its songbirds.

LONG-DISTANCE FOOTPATHS: GR 1
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to Mont-rebei gorge (Pont de Montanyana) 
is the best signposted, leading hikers on an 
extraordinary journey through Alt Empordà, Pla 
de l’Estany, Garrotxa, Ripollès, Osona, Berguedà, 
Solsonès, Alt Urgell, Noguera, Pallars Jussà and 
Alta Ribagorça.

Venturing along the GR 1 is the best way to 
continue loving the fabulous Pyrenees Mountain 
Range. This long trail offers an overview of these 
mountains with more perception and depth than 
the major routes that cross the Pyrenees. This 
is because the Pyrenees themselves offer the 
best panoramic vantage point to simultaneously 
observe the Pyrenees and the lowland.

The possibility of seeing fauna in the wild.

The authenticity of the towns you visit during the 
journey.

Start the journey at the Mediterranean Sea, next 
to the stunning Greco-Roman site of Empúries, and 
finish it by walking between the vertical walls of 
the spectacular Mont-rebei Gorge. 

The wonderful calm and solitude of the Pre-Pyrenees 
Mountains. 
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Further information and 
tracks for each stage:
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Sant Lleïr de la Vall d’Ora - Sant Llorenç de Morunys 
(24,2 km)

Sant Llorenç de Morunys - Sant Martí de Cavallera 
(13,4 km)

Sant Martí de Cavallera - Cambrils (14,6 km)

Cambrils - Oliana (13,5 km)

Oliana - Pallerols (14,8 km)

Pallerols - Coll de Comiols (21,3 km)
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Comiols Pass - Hostal Roig (11,9 km)

Hostal Roig - Camarasa reservoir (17,0 km)

Camarasa reservoir - Àger (14,8 km)

Àger - Mas Carlets (14,9 km)

Mas Carlets - Pont de Montanyana (13,2 km)

1 Sant Martí d’Empúries - Camallera (17,6 km) 

Camallera - Can Dalmau Neighbourhood (16.3 km)

Can Dalmau Neighbourhood - Banyoles (12,5 km)

Banyoles - Besalú (15,0 km)

Besalú - Oix (20,8 km)

Oix - Sant Pau de Seguries (19,5 km)

Sant Pau de Seguries - Sant Joan de les 
Abadesses (9,9 km)
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Sant Joan de les Abadesses - Ripoll (13,8 km)

Ripoll - Alpens (22,7 km)

Alpens - Lluçà (13,8 km)

Lluçà - Sant Andreu de Sagàs (16,7 km)

Sant Andreu de Sagàs - Gironella (10,8 km)

Gironella - L’Espunyola (17,1 km)

L’Espunyola - Sant Lleïr de la Vall d’Ora (17,3 km)
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LIST OF STAGES

The GR 11, which was approved as a 
long-distance footpath in 1985, links the 
Mediterranean Sea and the Cantabrian Sea 
following the southern slopes of the Pyrenees. Of 
its total length of nearly 800 km, 375 km cross 
Catalonia and 40 km are in Andorra, hiking across 
protected areas as unique as the Cap de Creus 
Natural Park, the Albera Mountain Range, Alta 
Garrotxa, the sources of Ter and Freser, the High 

The fantastic combination of all the attractions 
in a single crossing: landscape, nature, history 
and culture.

The extraordinary natural wealth of the protected 
nature reserves that you will experience during 
the crossing.

Discovering the beautiful towns and charming 
villages.

The physical demands of the crossing are 
considerable, the stages are long and the altitudes 
to overcome are high. The Trans-Pyrenees Crossing 
does not present any remarkable technical 
difficulties, although some stages pass over high 
mountain terrain.

The Trans-Pyrenees Crossing is suitable for 
both very experienced hikers and for occasional 
hill walkers who have minimal experience in 
the mountains. However, it is very important to 
be accustomed to making full-day hikes with 
elevations.

The most recommended time for the trek runs from 
May to October. In addition, you must consider:

• In May, the beginning of June and in October 
you can find snow at high altitudes.

• During the summer months, especially in 
August, afternoon thunderstorms are very 
common.

• If you plan to hike during August or at the 
weekend and want to sleep in a shelter, we 
recommend making a reservation in advance.

• Although in summer the day is considerably 
longer, we recommend starting the trek early 
in the morning to be able to reach the final 
stage in the middle of the afternoon.

• The route passes through high mountain 
terrain: there can be sudden changes in the 
weather and the nights can be cold.

Recursos i informació pràctica

Pyrenees Nature Reserve and the Aigüestortes 
i Estany de Sant Maurici National Park. The 
route crossing the Pyrenees following the GR 11, 
the Trans-Pyrenees Crossing, is considered one 
of the best treks in the world. Landscape, nature 
and history will excite you every day and make 
the Trans-Pyrenees Crossing one of the most 
extraordinary adventures of your lives!

Coming together with hikers from around 
the world who are also taking on this great 
adventure.

Spending a night in incredible locations that 
are full of magic.

The huge variety of landscapes that you will 
find during the crossing: from the sea waters 
to the great peaks of the mountain ranges!

We suggest crossing from east to west, that 
is, starting in Cap de Creus (Alt Empordà) and 
ending at the Conangles refuge (Alta Ribagorça). 
Thus, you will begin the crossing with the 
Mediterranean and the calm Cap de Creus stages 
and progressively enter the great mountain 
ranges. Moreover, by following this direction you 
will advance with the sun on your back during 
the morning.

The GR 11 is a path that can be modified to adapt 
to changes occurring in the region over time. The 
route presents many detours, forks and changes 
of paths. Throughout the terrain you will have 
to be very attentive to the red and white GR 11 
signs. We recommend using appropriate maps 
and/or devices for following or consulting the GPS 
tracking of the stages.

Many late stages coincide with refuges 
with services or towns with a good range of 
accommodation. 

There are some stage endings where you can 
only sleep in an open shelter, bivouac or tent. In 
Catalonia, open camping is allowed only in spaces 
provided for this purpose. In general, overnights 
in a bivouac or tent (once the sun goes down until 
dawn) are allowed. Warning!: within the boundaries 
of the Aigüestortes i Estany de Sant Maurici 
National Park, open camping and overnights in 
a bivouac or tent are expressly prohibited, and 
you can only spend the night inside shelters. You 
should consult the regulations of each park before 
spending the night there.
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Linear route

Circular route

Signposting on the trail and route

Crossing direction

Cumulative elevation gain

Accommodation

Route length (in km)

Level of difficulty

Best time of year     
for this route

LOMG-DISTANCE FOOTPATHS: GR 11

378 km 
(Catalonia)

Specific GR blazes 
(red and white 

stripes) and vertical 
signposting 

Linear Spring and summer +23.225 m /
-21.692 m

FACT FILE

HIGHLIGHTS

GR 11, “LA TRANSPIRENAICA” RESOURCES AND PRACTICAL INFORMATION
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La Garrotxa Volcanic Zone Natural Park.

Cap de Creus - El Port de la Selva (15,5 km)

El Port de la Selva - Vilamaniscle (21,1 km)

Vilamaniscle - Requesens (29,0 km)

Requesens - La Vajol (24,5 km)

La Vajol - Albanyà (25,5 km)

Albanyà - Sant Aniol d’Aguja (16,8 km)

Sant Aniol d’Aguja - Beget (15,5 km)

Beget - Setcases (23,0km)

Setcases - Núria sanctuary (19,5 km)

Núria sanctuary - Planoles (17,5 km)

Planoles - Puigcerdà (27,5 km)

Puigcerdà - Malniu Refuge (15,0 km)

Malniu Refuge - l’Illa Refuge (15,0 km)

l’Illa Refuge - Encamp (16,0 km)

Encamp - Arans (15,5 km)

Arans - Baiau Refuge (12,5 km)

Baiau Refuge - Àreu (15,4 km)

Àreu - Tavascan (16,6 km)

Tavascan - Estaon (11,9 km) 

Estaon - La Guingueta d’Àneu (11,8 km)

La Guingueta d’Àneu - Ernest Mallafré Refuge (17,5 km)

Ernest Mallafré Refuge - Colomers Refuge (12,5km)

Colomers Refuge - dera Restanca Refuge (7,5 km)

Dera Restanca Refuge - Conangles Refuge (11,4 km)
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